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ABSTRACT 

Communication technology and social media create a kind of global environment where some minor cultures can be 

molten into the major ones. The impact of telecommunication technology was not limited to the social and cultural 

levels only, but reached to the economic aspect. Such effective impact leads to a kind of worry of an expected serious 

threatening to some national identity survival. 

This paper is an attempt to disclose the interrelation link of globalization and its influence on national 

identity resistance from an Arabic point of view. It presents a simple exploration of the Arabian perspective via tracing 

these issues in some literary works of the Saudi Arabian poet, novelist and foremost liberal thinker, Ghazi Al-Gosaibi 

as a representative model of Arab intellects.  

In his literary works, the three concepts i.e. culture, national identity, and globalization connected, to each 

other, by a kind of impact relation: Culture is the basic element of national identity formation. And the unique identity 

feeling of nation can be reduced by globalization which can contact different nations with each other easily. 

Al-Gosaibi calls for taking advantages of globalization, meanwhile, he stands for resisting national identity 

distortion. For him, this can be achieved by preserving a unique realm effect of our culture i.e., we can preserve our 

identity from distortion by sticking to our culture and not allowing its erosion in the crucible of globalization, which 

approaches the concept of social and cultural integration that would change the features of our authentic identity that 

distinguishes us from others. 
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